University of Nottingham hosted the 2011 Eurocall Conference.

The conference took place on the Jubilee Campus in the city of Nottingham and was hosted by the School of Modern Languages and Cultures.

The theme of the conference was The Call Triangle: student, teacher and institution.

Kent Andersen attended the conference and used the opportunity to disseminate the POOLS projects.

The 2nd issue of the project newsletter could be seen by the participants on the computer’s display, next to the stand.

POOLS-CX Broschure was on the Tools stand and was used by Kent Andersen to introduce the aims and the outputs of the project to the participants.

The format and colouring of the brochure attracted attention of the participants.

12th European Conference E_COMM_LINE_2011 was organized by IPA SA - Research & Development Engineering and Manufacturing for Automation Equipment and Systems Bucharest (www.ipa.ro) and the ACADEMY for ECONOMIC STUDIES Bucharest (www.ase.ro) and supported by MECTS - Ministry of Education, Research, Youth and Sports (www.edu.ro).
Participants (many of them project coordinators) came from 10 European countries (Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Germany, Greece, Italy, Latvia, Malta, Poland, and Romania) and Turkey.

Representatives of Romanian Universities and Research Institutions involved in European projects were also present.

Mihai Braslasu was invited by the ANCPDEFP - National Agency for Community Programms in the Field of Education and Vocational Training (www.anpcdefp.ro) to attend the conference.

He submitted a paper dedicated to the detailed presentation of the POOLS-CX project.

This paper was included in the volume of the conference and it can also be found on project’s website: www.poolscx.eu/project materials

A power point presentation of the project was used by Mihai Braslasu to introduce it to the participants.

The presentation aroused interest, many of the participants being already familiar with POOLS projects.

50 brochures were also used to disseminate POOLS-CX.

Towards ET 2020. Positive action to enhance Vocational Education and Training within a Lifelong Learning Agenda

The theme for the 2011 Conference centered around the EU Bruges Communiqué on enhanced European Cooperation in Vocational Education and Training setting out the future priorities of Vocational Education and Training to meet the policy objectives of the EU Strategy 2020.
3rd day of the Conference offered European project partners the opportunity to disseminate progress, results and products of their Transnational Transfer of Innovation Projects; Development of Innovation and other European initiatives - a key to successful valorization of project outcomes and sustainability.

POOLS-CX project coordinator, Mihai Braslasu, used this opportunity to disseminate the project.

During the four sessions of roundtables, the aims and objectives of the project, the partnership, as well as the in-service training sessions and the outcomes of the project were presented to the participants by Mihai Braslasu.

A power point presentation was used for this purpose.

T-shirts with project’s logo were handed over to the EfVET members who attended the round tables.

100 brochures in English and ball point pens were also used as dissemination materials.

More details about roundtables can be found upon EfVET website:  
www.efvet.org/conferences

C.V.T. GEORGIKI ANAPTIXI warmly welcomed POOLS-CX partnership to 3rd project meeting in Larissa.

Quality Management was the main issue of the 1st meeting day.

Deliveries and achievements were checked against Pistoia Action Plan.

Next three days were dedicated to workshops centered upon preparation and structure of the in-service training courses.